TRAVEL-TALK GIVEN BY FRENCH CLUB.

Organization Announces Large Concert for April.

Trinity College in general, and the French Club in particular owe a great debt of gratitude to Mrs. Bourd, Galpin, and Mr. Naylor for their untiring efforts on behalf of the French Department. Mrs. Bourd, Galpin, and Mr. Naylor have been working on the French program for some years, and have done much to bring about a more active French Club. The French Club is now one of the most active clubs on the campus, and its members are doing much to promote the interest in French studies.

SENIOR MEETS.

The regular meeting of the Senior was held last Tuesday evening at the Alpha Delta Phi house. All the members were present and much important business was discussed and disposed of. It was decided to hold a Scotty for Campus night on Monday, and to have an Alumni on Friday evening, March 25. Further announcement of the details of this Alumni will be made later in the month.

Mr. Henry A. Atkinson to Speak.

The Political Science Club has secured Mr. Henry A. Atkinson, a political economist, as speaker for Thursday evening, February 24, in the University Extension Room at 8 o'clock. His subject will be, "The Present Prospects of Peace." The club has arranged a good deal and should be well equipped to treat this subject adequately. The club's aim is broad enough to interest everyone who desires a glimpse of the front of international affairs at the present unsettled world conditions.

BLUE AND GOLD QUINETT PLAYS GAMES IN NEW YORK.

Wins from Froats and Loses to Stevens Tech.

Last week the Trinity basketball team journeyed to New York to play New York University and Stevens Institute of Technology. The Trinity Groads were not quite equal to the Stevens Tech aggregation but were quite equal to their stiff competition in the person of Mr. Pratt, making the trip to the big city 50-50.

Stevens 36; Trinity 14; First game in New York, played on Friday night, was rather fast and furious, and Mr. Pratt seemed tired out from the trip and were up against an unknown embodiment. The score was 18 to 16 in Stevens favor and the game was played quite evenly. Mr. Pratt played the best game for the Blue and Gold, scoring eight points.

Stevens Tech. 36; Trinity 14; Again Thursday afternoon, Mr. Pratt said that they were just about made a point and asked the president for the score of the game. The president, after looking over the list of the game, said that the score was 18 to 16 in Stevens favor. The game was played quite evenly.
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DR. OGLIBY'S SERMON INTERRUPTED BY NAYLOR

Innovation Never Before Attempted

The undergraduate congregation in the Trinity College chapel was electrified Sunday morning when one of its members, Dr. A. B. Ogilby, professor of French, interrupted the minister, and asked him a question concerning the content of his discourse.

The students were most astonished when Dr. Ogilby answered the question with a "no." They were so surprised that they thought it was an unusual procedure, and asked him a question concerning the content of his discourse.

Professor Naylor, assistant language teacher, who had just made some points and asked the president for the score of the game, the president, after looking over the list of the game, said that the score was 18 to 16 in Stevens favor. The game was played quite evenly.
COMMUNICATIONS

The communications that we have received for publication this week are not as many as we would have liked, and we have done our best to see that no important idea is lost in the multitude. We hope to hear from more of our readers and are always ready to publish any interesting and important communications on any subject.

NOSHING RULES

As the term is about to close, we may have noticed we have been advocating an Interfraternity Council for some time, and it is by no means a new idea. We have been interested in the efforts of the provisional council which has been meeting regularly for a month or two to get a form of agreement which would be acceptable to all of the fraternities. We published in our last number the rules which the provisional council finally submitted as the rules which most members of the council agreed upon. The rules have been rejected by the fraternities and it seems to us that it is going to be impossible to get anything new in any way, which is regrettable. We have noticed too, in our term as The Tripod editors, that there is an extremely selfish and that the college will suffer because of the shortsightedness of a few men of this sort of policy. It seems that a shame that we have not been able to get the students to realize that it is in their own interest to have the opportunity presented to them in the future.

It is a pity that the college is going to lose this opportunity to have a council which would be of great use to all of the students. It is the responsibility of the college administration to have a council which would be of great use to all of the students.
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ALUMNI NOTES

Lewis G. Harriman, Class of '99, president of the Buffalo Trades Trust Company, Buffalo, N. Y., has been elected president of the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce.

A. Erwin Kelton, Class of '11, president of the Gulf States Manufacturers and Traders Trust Company, Buffalo, N. Y., has been elected president of the Gulf States Manufacturers and Traders Trust Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Feb. 25—Delta Phi, Alpha Chi Phi; Sigma Nu, Delta Psi; Phi Mu, Alpha Delta Phi.

Feb. 26—Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Delta Phi; Kappa Delta; Tau Kappa Epsilon.

REMAINING GAMES ON INTER-FRATERNITY BASEBALL SCHEDULE.

Feb. 25—Delta Phi, Alpha Chi Phi; Sigma Nu, Delta Psi; Phi Mu, Alpha Delta Phi.

Feb. 26—Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Delta Phi; Kappa Delta; Tau Kappa Epsilon.

THE COMM陇ELE STRUC陇E

THE PLACE OF ACCOMMODATION

M. W. SCHER, Proprietor

44 Vernon Street, Hartford, Conn.
INTERCOLLEGIATE NEWS

What does the college man want on the editorial pages of his college paper? This question was decided he didn't want anything and would be willing to be tried the experiment of printing lists of names and numbers from the New York Times and from the three largest and best known newspapers of editors. "The LaFayette", however, unwilling to sacrifice the age-old tradition of a newspaper, felt that some change had to be made from the present system of writing the college man across the page of "The LaFayette". The result was a new system which, in the opinion of the editors, is as necessary as some very necessary editorials.

I liked the plan of the Senior smoker and while I was reading an item in regard to it, I was impressed by the fine motives which made the smoker a success. Affairs of this sort have been rather few of late and if students would help both the students and the university, some of the professors had been very pleasant and quite helpful. Every "try" had a pleasant personality. Perhaps the one fault of the smoker was, which was rather weak in that it lacked sufficient variety; but then half a loaf is better than none.

The death of Shiras Morris was our shock and we shall certainly feel the lack of Shiras Morris. Shiras Morris with Trinity has always been a gentleman and an earnest worker for his college. The matter of an appropriation for choristers is not without its difficulties. A dissenting vote at the last college meeting. I have often wondered if people would offer their services to the club as freely as they offer their services to the various clubs of men and if any who have not yet given time and effort toward the well being of the college would, properly, well, they can avail themselves of the club which will be beneficial for them and for their college.

The "AS" Club is a very splendid idea and very helpful to the general welfare of the college. In necessity organization indicates that future activities will be as equally efficient. The next term will not be unusually good in many cases. The showing of the Massachusetts Aggie team during the first half of the recent game with Trinity was particularly gratifying. The Aggies' team made a remarkable scoring run which the Aggies have not been able to beat. A good schedule has been arranged for the track team which will be hard to beat.

The president of Stanford University objects to the annual bonfire rally because the spirit of the students was admirable and moral laxity. Whereupon "Brown Ball" in the Stanford daily policy. It is reasonable man can be expected to march about the campus and yell for two years instead of just one, not even if the Administration builds as many dorms as we have now. As for protection from the weather when we look at the girls of today, where did we go into it?
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"QUALITY UNEXCELLED"

PLIMPTON’S "GIFT SHOP"

Stationers Engravers
252 Pearl Street at Ann
Hartford

SLOSSBERG

Tailoring Parlor
The well known Trinity Tailor
High Class and Fashionable Tailoring
65 Lincoln Street, Hartford.
Telephone S-3076

GLASSES a Specialty
THE HARVEY & LEWIS CO.
Opticians
865 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

Trinity Barber Shop
996 Broad Street, corner Jefferson, Electric Machine and Hair Cutting.

THE WOOSTER
Soda Shoppe and Restaurant
LUNCH
Billiards and Bowling
50-60 Asylum Street, Hartford

OTTO BRINK, Proprietor

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD AND BRAINARD CO.
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS
AND PAPER RULES
85 Washington Street
Hartford, Conn.

We. Deliver Everything
Phone S-2596

THE NEW BARBER SHOP
Old Hartford Fire Building
Center of the Court and Trumbull Streets.
J. Melcher, W. A. Holley
A. Jefferson
B. W. Miller
B. Warren

COLLEGE STATIONERY
The Trinity Stationery Co.
253 Asylum Street
Near Ann Street
We carry a Full Line of College Supplies

OH BOYS!
Don’t forget to call on
The Professional Building
Barber Shop.
19 High Street, Hartford, Conn.

THE TRIPOD earnestly asks the students to Patronize its Advertisers, whenever possible, and to mention their connection with Trinity College while making their purchases.

THE CAMPUSS OBSERVER.
Expresses a Few Opinions.

It is unquestionably poor form, I know, for a writer in the Press to attempt to express a few original ideas, and all that sort of thing, but none the less I’m going to try this week.

"Try what?"

"That’s what! For several months now I’ve been hard at work trying to convince everybody of my arts and wits and charms, and such and such, and in doing so have convinced the editor that I’m a pretty re­liable half of an column or so every week, and have also convinced everybody of other things, such as my inexpressible amiability, my remarkable conciliation and my liability to take up valuable space with nothing at all. But now I’m going to tell them all something.

"What?"

"That’s it. What? There’s nothing that can be told, eh? I don’t know about that. You take anything almost on the campus these days. The insolv­ence of the college body meets for example. The robust support of college functions among all general air of hostility towards campus innovations. I could tell them plenty.

"Yes, but what?"

"That’s it. What? We don’t know our right now, but I could, none the less. Another thing. You take these pseudo­intellectuals that stand around the campus all the time and tell us that everything here is on the down-grade any going to the college this fall. You know them? Yes, well, sometime step and ask them to name something specifically wrong, and you’ll get some funny results.

"What, for example?"

"That’s it. What? They don’t know. You know that word ‘what’ is a funny word. We all of us are grown around with a puzzled air, asking continually—“What?"

"That’s it. What? We all know there’s something wrong somewhere, but we want to know—"What?"

"That’s it. What? I would say this campus is—"What?"

"That’s it. What? Not why, therefore, whereas, hawow or where­fore, but just—it is. As I go before—"

"What did you say before?"

"That’s it. What?"

SPAUDLING AND DRILL.
(Continued from page 1, column 1.)

To clear up questions raised in their minds by the discussion, but had been in a sort of thing, but none the less I’m going to try this week.

SEASON INNOCATION.
(Continued from page 1, column 1.)

clear up questions raised in their minds by the discussion, but had been in a sort of thing, but none the less I’m going to try this week.

FRENCH CLUB.
(Continued from page 1, column 1.)

positively take part, and it is hoped that Professors Perkins and Belford will also find it possible to appear.

The French Club is very fortunate in securing for its April meeting Monsieur Rene Cheruy, head of the French department of Loomis Institute, Windsor. He entertained the very first meeting of the French Club on December 5, 1893, when the cub made its bow to the public in 20 Jarvis Hall. Those who were fortunate enough to be present remember with delight Monsieur Cheruy’s charmingly related anecdotes. He is a gifted actor and a playwright and painter of no mean facility, and it is a great honor to have him here again.

Dr. Ogilvy began the sermon period in the usual way by reading a text. He presupposed an academic interest in Christianity on the part of the con­gregation, he said, and, especially, in college students. An intense interest in the figure of Christ. For that reason, he said, we should study the four gospels through their mind, in order to displace the perceptions of childhood and the conceptions of the age.

Professor Naylor interrupted him to say, "Dr. Ogilvy, don’t you think that it is a fact that the first three gospels is much more bloodless than the fourth? They attribute to St. John, who seems to have been much more a man among men?"

Dr. Ogilvy replied that he did not feel that "bloodless" was the correct term to apply. The great sympathy and love of Christ for human kind found in the synoptic gospels is not found in that according to St. John. John’s the more theological conception of Christ, he explained, while the "stained-glass window Christ", the "organized, of medieval art, is found in the synoptics.

Different Conceptions.

Professor Naylor said that from his studies he gathered the idea that the writer of St. John’s gospel had a two-fold purpose: First, to show the intimate, personal touch of Christ for individuals, and second, to show Christ not as a man, even after being rejected by Him.

Dr. Ogilvy agreed with Professor Naylor’s statement and elaborated upon it by saying that, in the first three gospels, Christ is depicted as performing miracles, healing the sick and raising the dead through the love for men and that He definitely told His followers not to consider the miracles as performed in order to generate faith in His followers, whereas in St. John’s gospel Christ is repeatedly quoted as declaring that any man who did not accept them would be rejected.

Professor Naylor asked why Christ refused to see the Greeks who came to Him, according to St. John’s account. Dr. Ogilvy explained it was because Christ felt that He was definitely meant for the Jews. "Before He began His preaching," the president said, "He must have thought His mission and decided that He was definitely a spiritual leader for the Jews."

Fourth Gospel Important.

"Is Christianity stronger or weaker because of this fourth gospel?" Prof­essor Naylor asked.

"Stronger," Dr. Ogilvy replied. "The gospel according to St. John is highly important. The synoptic gospels may be the most influential and the argumentative quality overstressed by John is marked in a round window picture of Him. The Justice, the uprightness, the personal touch and intense personal friendship depicted by the author of John enrich the general body of knowledge very intensely, and the view of life can find in Him something to which they can cling."

HUMOR

"Why do they always give a shower for a girl who is going to be married?"

"Merely a quaint old custom, my boy, to symbolize the beginning of a reign."

-Green Gables.

First Buddies—"Say, I haven’t any place to spend the night."

Second Buddies—"No bunk! How’d you be?"

-Dorf. Skin Bear.

The Boy (doubtfully)—"If you know what I was thinking your heart would be less rendered.

The Goil (wistfully)—"And if you knew what I was thinking you’d be a little bowdler."

-Penn. State Frock.

Lady—"Billy Sunday is marvelous. He has already converted thou­sand since he started preaching."

Gent—"He isn’t in it with Henry Ford. He shakes the hell out of millions every day."

-Dartmouth Jack O’Lantern.

"John, it’s six o’clock. You should be up and about."

"About what?"

"About the form."

"What do you think I’m going to do, surround it?"—Black and Blue Jay.

Intelligence Test
Instructor—"Life Insurance?"
The Class (as man, without hesitation) "John Hancock"
Instructor (thumping well upon)
Class dismissed. Your I.Q. is 350.

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT
OUR STORE IS THE

Charter House

The character of the suits and overcoats tailored by Charter House will earn your most sincere liking.

Stockpole, Moore, Tryon Co.
115 Asylum Street
LONDON PARIS

CLOTHES
Ready-made
And Cut to Order

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UiSTYLES, TAILED OVER YOUTHFUL CHARTS SOLELY FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Charter House
Suits and Overcoats
$40, $45, $50